Introducing IntelliLink™ Technology

DM900 Specifications

Dimensions
- Length: 43” Width: 21.1” Height: 17”
- Weight: 117 lbs. (53 kg)

Electrical
- Operation: 100- 240 VAC, 50-60 Hz, 4.5 Aamps max. plus 5.0 Aamps max. accessory outlet
- UL and cUL approved
- ENERGY STAR®Compliant

Speed
- UDUMS:  1 – 240 lpm (W-O-W on)
- 1 – 100 lpm (W-O-W off)

Envelope and Card Sizes
- Length: 10” to 13.5” max. when using W-O-W™
- Width: 10” max. to 3.5” max. (10” max. when using W-O-W™)
- Thickness: 0.4” max. to 0.75”
- Minimum Flap: 4” max. to 3.5” max.

Connectivity Requirements
- Connects to a standard analog phone line
- Required installation kit includes phone line splitter and six foot phone cord

Enroll in the “IntelliLink” Control Center easily to simplify connections.

Standard Operating Features
- Auto-Starting
- Multiple Sides (2-SID)
- Low Ink Alarm
- High Value Protection
- Original Value Reprinting
- Standard Rate Indicator
- Seal on Mail and Void Seals
- Low Ink Alert
- Password Security
- Low Value Protection
- Multiple Tapes (1-99)
- Auto-Dating
- Serial Number Entering
- Input System Updates
- Software Downloads – Postage, New Values, New Owers
- Free Download – Pitney Bowes Mail Services
- Service Management System
- Supply Order System
- Transaction Security

How IntelliLink™ Technology Works

Just connect your IntelliLink™ Control Center to an analog phone line, and you are automatically linked to our dedicated Pitney Bowes Customer Service. The system is always on and it is seamlessly connected with the USPS and other carriers. This means that your SHM Mailing System keeps running, and you only need to contact your SHM Special Services, software updates and more. In addition, you can then access the SHM Control Center Web site for your account, instantly access a complete history of the equipment, and quickly dispatch a local Customer Service Representative to your location.

Your Guarantee

Pitney Bowes, we are committed to providing our customers with the highest quality service, and we never settle for anything less. Ask your sales representative for more information about our Customer Satisfaction Guarantee.

Our Service Professionals Are Ready When You Need Them

When you need service, our nationwide network of 2000 trained Pitney Bowes service professionals is ready to help. Our Computer Enhanced Service Management System lets us record your request, instantly call our service professionals and then dispatch a local Customer Service Representative to your location.

Ask for Program Number 08500

For more information call: 1-800-MP BOWES
Stamford, CT 06926-0700
World Headquarters
1-900-222-8888
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The DM900 Mailing System — Higher Productivity And Easier To Use Than Anything In Its Class

- Mixed Mail Feeding — The DM900 handles mailing jobs in sizes from post cards to 10”x13” and up to 7” in thickness — intermixed in a single stream. This maximizes operator productivity by eliminating the need to sort by size.
- Advanced Sensing Features — These sensors are located throughout the feeding and transit paths, and they automatically align and feed to ensure precise postage imprinting. In addition, the sensors reduce the processing of difficult materials (like post cards or credit cards).
- Perfect For Any Environment — Whisper quiet operation (10 dB or less) and the DM900 is designed to be quiet enough to operate from a distant mail center to any office setting.
- Built To Last — Advanced engineering has produced a machine with more capability than any other mailing system — from a solid foundation to an office setting.

The DM900™ Mailing System introduces our revolutionary IntelliLink® Technology – your mail center to an office setting. This maximizes operator productivity by eliminating the need to sort by size. The DM900 has been designed to meet your needs. It’s the reward you deserve when you dare to simplify.

The IntelliLink® Control Center — All of the intuitive features, including panels, are activated and controlled from a single point. This makes the operation simple even for the casual user.

The IntelliLink® Control Center — All of the intuitive features, including panels, are activated and controlled from a single point. This makes the operation simple even for the casual user.

**Digital Technology Provides Unequaled Flexibility!**

- Sleep Digital Printing — The sleep print feature creates crisp, razor-sharp images. No more broken imprints due to unevenly filled envelopes.
- USPS Compliant — Using the latest digital technology, the DM900FM is fully compliant with USPS requirements for secure postage printing.
- Postage Advertising — You can print a special message on every envelope you mail with your choice of 300 preprogrammed alphanumeric codes.
- Optional Power Stacker for Even More Productivity And Savings

**External Weighing Options Deliver Even More Productivity And Savings**

- Optional Power Stacker — Provides unequaled flexibility! The DM900 can be used for mixed weight mail and parcels together in the same run. There are just two simple steps:

**Other Productivity Enhancing Features**

- Optional Power Stacker, Connect and Barcode Scanners — The scanner maximizes your throughput, the optional power stacker increases your production rate, the barcode scanner speeds tracking and accounting. All these options can run simultaneously to increase the productivity of your mailing operations.

**IntelliLink™ Control Center** offers virtually unlimited accounting options. You can take advantage of the basic accounting options, and report selections. This simplifies data entry processes and thereby increases productivity.

**Accounting Functionality Can Transform Your Mail Center Into a Profit Center**

- Accounting Options — The DM900 gives you virtually unlimited accounting options. You can take advantage of the system’s external storage capacity for up to 32K accounts, and can even interface with a PC and printer software. Your信息技术 officer, technician, and expert can access and report on every event spent on package mailing, your mail center into a tightly controlled profit oriented operation.

**Integrated Keyboard Access Steps** — The advanced operational features of the IntelliLink™ Control Center make managing all accounting and report selections. This simplifies the data entry processes and thereby increases productivity.

- Optional Power Stacker, Connect and Barcode Scanners — The scanner maximizes your throughput, the optional power stacker increases your production rate, the barcode scanner speeds tracking and accounting. All these options can run simultaneously to increase the productivity of your mailing operations.

**Dual Tape Capability** — Hands free drops in roll tape, feature a standard feature, accommodates either gummed or pressure sensitive tape. This enables you to apply tape in virtually any material.

**Digital Printing — The sleep print feature creates crisp, razor-sharp images. No more broken imprints due to unevenly filled envelopes.**
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**Step 1** — Place your mail pieces and parcels on the platform, do not insert a piece. The system calculates the optimal postage based on the weight and dimensions of the mail and displays the final charge for the postage operation.

**Step 2** — Feed mail pieces through the DM900 and place tape before you depart. The system prints the postage amount and the place to apply tape. This maximizes operator productivity by eliminating the need to sort by size.